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DATA ANALYSIS
In order to quantify the dynamics of the merging plumes from the sequence of experi-
mental images, we average in the z direction the intensity of the z− part of the image where
the plumes originate. This average is taken over a region of size comparable to the growing
plume height, approximately z = 50 µm. This allows us to detect peaks in the intensity
profile corresponding to plumes. In order to adjust for each experiment the parameters for
peak finding (namely the minimal height and width of a peak as well as the minimal distance
between neighbouring peaks) we check manually that the obtained peaks match the posi-
tion of the plumes in the data (Fig. S 1a). The wavelength at a given time is then defined
as the mean distance between neighbouring intensity peaks. To avoid fluctuations in the
wavelength due to peak detection, we use the moving median of the computed wavelength
over 20 images (2 s) (Fig. S 1b).
In Fig. S 2 we present the raw data for the wavelength as a function of time for different
channel sizes. This data is then rescaled in Fig. 2 of the main article to show the two distinct
regimes of plumes time-evolution, growth and plateau.
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FIG. S 1: (a): Space-time plots showing the time evolution of intensity in the z− region of a 500 µm
capillary. In the top plot, green points depict peaks in intensity which correspond to plumes as
detected numerically (b) Time-evolution of the wavelength as obtained from the above data.
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FIG. S 2: Plume wavelength (µm) as a function of time (s) for different experiments with capillary
channel sizes varying from 200µm to 500µm
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ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
We identified several key parameters that govern the dynamics of bacterial magneto-
convection. While elucidating quantitatively their role would require a different experimental
set-up, we present here some experimental findings that shed some light on their influence
over the system dynamics.
Magnetic field
To understand the influence of the magnetic field strength in the plume formation and
growth, we experimentally vary the field strength in a single capillary tube sample. We
switch on the field, let the plume evolve for 200 s, then switch the field off. Once the
plumes disappear, the experiment is re-started using a different field strength with the same
population. We check the validity of this procedure by re-using the same field after a few
such cycles and ensuring that wavelength time-evolution is unchanged (Fig. S 3a).
We find that there exist a critical field below which magneto-convection does not occur.
This critical field is strongly dependent on the bacterial population and concentration, and
we measured values ranging from 0.25 to 1mT.
While we were not able to investigate fully the critical behaviour, we observe that below
this threshold value, no plumes are formed. Slightly above this value, we observe smaller
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FIG. S 3: Time evolution of the wavelength for two different 400 µm capillaries, changing the
strength of magnetic field in a single population (a) Below the critical field (at 0.2mT), no plumes
appear (no wavelength is measured, not shown), close to the critical field (0.3mT), small plumes
appear but do not grow, and above the critical field, plume time-evolution becomes independent of
the magnetic field (b) Above the critical magnetic field, the wavelength is independent of the field
strength
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plumes that do not grow, as presented in Fig. S 3a. Above this value, the coarsening is
independent of the magnetic field. Thus, beyond some critical magnetic field strength the
speed of plume growth is independent of the field (Fig. S 3b). We attribute this to a field
that is strong enough to align the bacteria.
Except for the data presented in Fig. S 3, all the experiments were performed above the
critical field (2mT) to rule out any influence of the field strength on the plume growth.
Orientation of the bacteria
To further validate the assumption that the bacteria remain aligned with the magnetic
field in the high field regime, we derive here the theoretical orientation distributions of
individual bacteria characterized by a magnetic moment ~µ placed in a magnetic field ~B
at room temperature (T = 293K). Magnetotactic bacteria have orientation statistics that
can be described by a paramagnetic model, and their orientation distributions therefore
follow Boltzmann statistics [1]. Considering a magnetic field ~B along the z axis, α the angle
between ~B and ~µ, and φ the azimuthal angle, the probability of a particular orientation is
given by
p(α, φ) =
e−E(α,φ)/kBT
Z
, (1)
where E(α, φ) = E(α) = −µB cosα is the magnetic interaction energy, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and Z =
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
eµB cosα/kBT sinα dφdα = 4pikBT
µB
sinh
(
µB
kBT
)
is the partition func-
tion. In the following, we write A = µB
kBT
. This model allows us to calculate the probablility
for the cells to be at an angle a ≤ α ≤ b from the field ~B
p(α ∈ [a, b]) = e
A cos a − eA cos b
2 sinh(A)
· (2)
We independently measured the value of µ on bacteria grown in the exact same conditions.
We obtained µ = 10−15± 4× 10−16Am2 (mean ± standard deviation) and reported the full
results elsewhere [2]. From this, we compute and report in Fig. S 4 the theoretical discrete
orientation distributions obtained in four limiting cases (B = 0.2mT or B = 2mT and
µ = 10−15Am2 or µ = 5 × 10−16Am2). There is no significant difference between the two
distributions computed for B = 2mT (Fig. S 4a and d), indicating that all the bacteria in
the population are likely to behave in a similar way in the high field regime. Both histograms
are narrow and reach their maxima for α < 5◦. In striking contrast, distributions computed
for B = 0.2mT (Fig. S 4b and e) are broad and extend to significantly larger values of α,
illustrating the decay of the alignment at low enough fields.
Furthermore, the average value of cosα can be derived from Eq. 1 and is given by the
Langevin function, as expected in the paramagnetic model framework:
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〈cosα〉 = coth(A)− 1
A
· (3)
The graph of 〈cosα〉 as a function of B is presented in Fig. S 4 for µ = 10−15Am2 and
µ = 5 × 10−16Am2, corresponding respectively to the mean and lower bound values of
µ expected for our bacteria population. The value of 〈cosα〉 is a quantity of particular
interest, as u0〈cosα〉 is in first approximation the average magnitude of the bacteria speed
(magnitude u0) along the magnetic field axis. In the high field regime used in our experiments
(B = 2mT), 〈cosα〉 ' 1, which validates the assumption that the bacteria can only swim
along the applied magnetic field. We also note that 〈cosα〉 starts to become visibly lower
than 1 for fields lower than 0.4mT and drops significantly for fields lower than 0.2mT,
which is consistent with our experimental observation that there is a critical field around
these values, below which no plumes can form and grow, due to an insufficient alignment
with the field.
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FIG. S 4: Theoretical orientation statistics obtained from the paramagnetic model.(a, b) Discrete
orientation distributions for µ = 10−15Am2 and (a) B = 2mT and (b) B = 0.2mT. (c) Rela-
tionship between 〈cosα〉 and B for µ = 10−15Am2. (d, e) Discrete orientation distributions for
µ = 0.5 × 10−15Am2 and (d) B = 2mT and (e) B = 0.2mT. (f) Relationship between 〈cosα〉
and B for µ = 0.5 × 10−15Am2. The vertical dash line plotted at B = 0.2mT in (c) and (f) is a
guide to the eye illustrating the lower limit of the high field regime, in which the perfect alignment
hypothesis holds true.
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MODEL
Simulation details
In our simulations, we consider N swimmers each located at xk = (xk, yk, zk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N .
Each swimmer consists of two Stokeslets of strength +sez and −sez located respectively
at positions (xk, yk, zk + l0/2) and (xk, yk, zk − l0/2). To implement the no-slip boundary
conditions on both walls (z+ = a and z− = 0), we use the image system of each Stokeslet, a
set of singularities placed in a symmetric position with respect to the wall that cancel out
the flow at the wall. For a singular Stokeslet of strength s orthogonal to a single wall, the
image system as described in Ref. [3] is a Stokeslet of strength −s, a Stokeslet dipole of
strength −2hs and an irrotational source dipole of strength 2h2s where h is the distance
between the bacterium and the wall, (Fig. S 5). We only include the first image of the
swimmers on each wall, and ignore the additional reflections of the image systems.
To avoid singularities in the flow, we use regularised Stokeslets with a spatially distributed
force rather than a Dirac distribution, as presented in Ref. [4]. We use a blob of size δ = 0.3l0
comparable to the size of a bacterium and the regularisation function of equation (18) in
Ref. [4], namely
ψδ(r) =
15δ4
8pi(r2 + δ2)7/2
· (4)
The regularised image system is composed of the same singularities but with different
regularisation functions, and the corresponding flow is given in equation (21) of Ref. [4]. We
consider the flow created at xe by a Stokeslet at sez xs = (xk, yk, zk + l0/2). The image
FIG. S 5: (a) Singularities for a swimmer (two Stokeslets) and its image systems (two Stokeslets,
two Stokeslet dipoles and irrotational source dipoles) for one reflection on both walls. The red
symbols represent the components of the singularities, arrows for point forces and dots for point
sources. (b) Corresponding velocity vector field in a channel of size a = 100 with a swimmer at
z = 35.
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points of the Stokeslet on the lower and upper walls are xim,L = (xk, yk,−zk − l0/2) and
xim,U = (xk, yk, 2a− zk − l0/2) respectively. We write x = xe − xs, xL = xe − xim,L and
xU = xe − xim,U . The velocity is then given by
u(xe) = s
{
H1(|x|) + zH2(|x|)x−H1(|xL|) + zLH2(|xL|)xL
− (zk + l0/2)2 [D1(|xL|) +D2(|xL|)xL]
+ 2(zk + l0/2)
[(
H2(|xL|) + z2L
H ′2(|xL|)
|xL|
)
xL +
(
zLH2(|xL|) + H
′
1(|xL|)
|xL|
)
ez
]
−H1(|xU |) + zUH2(|xU |)xU − (zk + l0/2)2 [D1(|xU |) +D2(|xU |)xU ]
+ 2(zk + l0/2)
[(
H2(|xU |) + z2U
H ′2(|xU |)
|xU |
)
xU +
(
zUH2(|xU |) + H
′
1(|xU |)
|xU |
)
ez
]}
,
(5)
with H1, H2, D1, D2 regularisation functions given explicitly in Ref. [4]. The flow created
by a swimmer is then obtained by adding the flow of the second Stokeslet of strength −sez
at xs = (xk, yk, zk − l0/2), which has the same expression as above but with s −→ −s and
zk + l0/2 −→ zk − l0/2.
The value of s is 6piµl0u0, with non dimensional value s = 6pi. Simulations with heteroge-
neous bacteria population are made using a normal distribution for the downwards velocities,
with mean u0, standard deviation u0/3. We cut negative values so that bacteria all swim
in the −z direction. Corresponding strength of hydrodynamic singularities s = 6piµl0u0i is
then used to compute bacteria-bacteria interactions.
The time evolution of the system is obtained by computing the flow created on each
swimmer by both its image and the other swimmers and their images. We then update
the position of each swimmer using a forward Euler method with time step dt = 0.5. The
coordinates of each swimmers are stored in a 3 × N matrix updated at each iteration. To
obtain the flow and streamlines generated by the swimmers (see Fig. 3 of the main article),
we use a 100× 1000 grid in the channel and compute the velocity vector field.
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Characterisation of plume structure
Plume-plume hydrodynamic interactions, and therefore the dynamics of the whole system,
depend on the position of individual swimmers relative to the wall and hence on the density
profile within each plume. Although we are not able to analyse the experimental structure of
the plume, we can investigate in the model the density profile and local flow around plumes
with different numbers of swimmers, as shown in Fig S. 6. We find that plumes of all sizes are
denser near the wall, with some bacteria sticking to it. For the bacteria detached from the
wall, the density decreases linearly from the bottom to the tip of the plume. This stratified
structure corresponds to a balance between downward swimming and repulsive interactions
between bacteria in the vertical z-direction.
FIG. S 6: (a) Streamlines of the generated flow and (b) probability of the density for plumes with
a varying number of swimmers N = 10, 100, 500
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Short time dynamics
We investigate the short time dynamics of the system and we show that the convexity
of the wavelength vs. time relationship observed in experiments and simulations, especially
at the beginning of plume formation, originates from the time that it takes for bacteria to
accumulate at the bottom of the channel.
At short times, the bacteria start at random in the channel. They then swim downwards
and accumulate at the lower z− wall. In this first regime, the local concentration in the
plume region (close to the z− wall) is increasing with time. As shown in the main text, higher
concentrations lead to faster plume dynamics. We therefore expect wavelength growth to
accelerate while the bacteria accumulate at the wall. This explanation is borne out by the
observation that the wavelength is linear if all the bacteria start instead at the bottom
(Fig. S 7). We also evaluate the time for all the bacteria to reach the lower region of the
channel and show that it is the same as the characteristic time in which the wavelength
growth is accelerating. This time for bacteria to accumulate is made longer by repulsive
hydrodynamic interactions between swimmers along the z direction, as shown in Fig. S 7.
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FIG. S 7: (a) Wavelength at the beginning of the simulations for bacteria starting at the wall
(blue) and at random height (red) (we plot the mean of 20 simulations ± one standard deviation).
The dashed line is a linear fit for the wavelength of the bacteria at the wall (top dashed line)
and its translation used to compare to the random starting point case (bottom dashed line). (b)
Time-evolution of the average of the lowest point reached by each swimmer in full simulations (red)
and in a case with no hydrodynamic interactions (black dotted line) (c) Characteristic time for
two plumes to merge depending on their size Np and their starting distance x0 (lines show a linear
fit). Lower merging times correspond to higher concentrations. For lower concentrations, plume
merging slows down and the wavelength is no longer convex, which is coherent with simulations
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FIG. S 8: Rescaled wavelengths λ for different sets of channel sizes a and numbers of bacteria N
(as in Fig. 2 of the main article). Scatter is caused in particular by the variation in the duration of
the early-time regime relative to the time τp to reach plateau.
Due to the existence of a short-time regime, we expect the timescale of the early accel-
erating growth of the wavelength to have a different dependence on the system parameters
(channel size a and number of swimmers N) than the time to reach the wavelength plateau,
τp. For an identical number of swimmers, the bacteria will take longer to swim down for
larger channels, and the first regime of accelerated growth will be longer relatively to τp.
For identical channel sizes and a larger number of swimmers, repulsive hydrodynamic in-
teractions in the z direction will make the absolute time for all bacteria to reach the z−
wall longer. Because of this variation of the early dynamics, there is some scatter when
rescaling the wavelength as a function of time as in Fig. 2 of the main article: Fig. S 8
indeed shows that while identical parameters lead to similar wavelength dynamics, varying
a and N modifies the variation for λ(t) and leads to scatter.
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The role of hydrodynamic images
To gain insight into the role of hydrodynamic image singularities in the plume dynamics,
we also performed simulations ignoring the image system on the upper z+ wall (Fig. S
9). We observe that, without the hydrodynamic images, the dynamics is faster. At high
concentration, we find that at long-time the final state is a single plume, taller than the
channel size. On the contrary, when the plumes interact with their images on the z+ wall,
the dynamics are slowed down. We see then in both simulations and experiments, that the
channel width a sets the long term wavelength.
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FIG. S 9: Dynamics of the plumes with (left) and without (right) their hydrodynamic images on
the top z+ wall. The channel size a is 40 with an aspect ratio 8. The position of the z+ wall is
represented by the dashed line.
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Comparison between experimental and theoretical plume flow structures
We extend here the comparison between our model and the experiments by comparing
the flow obtained through PIV to the flow created in the channel by the hydrodynamic
images. We plot in Fig. S10 the streamlines as well as the vertical velocity before plume
formation and at (i) early, (ii) intermediate and (iii) late times of plume dynamics, for both
experiments (a) and model (b). The plumes are seen to generate similar flow structures in
our model and experiments, showing good qualitative agreement at different stages of the
system dynamics. While the streamlines observed, or those averaged over a large field depth,
are less revealing at earlier times, the plumes are characterised at all times by a strong local
upward velocity.
FIG. S 10: Streamlines and vertical velocity of the surrounding flow before plume formation and at
early, intermediate and late time in plume formation for (a) our experiments and (b) the numerical
model. The experimental panels in (a) correspond to the PIV analysis of the SM2 movie in a
200µm channel while (b) is extracted from a simulation in a channel with a = 60 and N = 2000
swimmers.
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MOVIES
Movie SM1: (steady-convection-cells-flow.avi) Two plumes in a steady flow state forming
convection cells at the wall of a 200 µm capillary channel. The PIV of this movie is used
for Fig. 3 convection cells in the main article.
Movie SM2: (plume-dynamics-200um.avi) Apparition of plumes at the channel wall and
growth and merging of the plumes during 4 min 30 s in a 200 µm capillary.
Movie SM3: (plume-dynamics-300um.avi) Apparition of plumes at the channel wall and
growth and merging of the plumes during 4 min 30 s in a 300 µm capillary. Snapshots of
this movies are presented in Fig. 1 of the main article. The field of view is larger, with a
frame rate of 10 fps
Movie SM4: (simulation-a60-N1500.avi) Apparition and time-evolution of the plumes for
1500 swimmers in a channel of dimensionless size 60 with an aspect ratio of 10 for the x-axis
boundary condition
Movie SM5: (simulation-a100-N3000.avi) Apparition and time-evolution of the of the
plumes in a channel of dimensionless size 60 with an aspect ratio of 10.
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